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Summary 24 
 25 
• Natural hybridization, which can be involved in local adaptation and in speciation 26 
processes, has been linked to different sources of anthropogenic disturbance.  27 
• Here, we use genotypic data to study range-wide patterns of genetic admixture 28 
between the serpentine-soil specialist leather oak (Quercus durata) and the widespread 29 
Californian scrub oak (Q. berberidifolia). First, we estimated hybridization rates and the 30 
direction of gene flow. Second, we tested the hypothesis that genetic admixture 31 
increases with different sources of environmental disturbance, namely anthropogenic 32 
destruction of natural habitats and wildfire frequency estimated from long-term records 33 
of fire occurrence.  34 
• Our analyses indicate considerable rates of hybridization (>25%), asymmetric gene 35 
flow from Q. durata into Q. berberidifolia, and a higher occurrence of hybrids in areas 36 
where both species live in close parapatry. In accordance with the environmental 37 
disturbance hypothesis, we found that genetic admixture increases with wildfire 38 
frequency, but we did not find a significant effect of other sources of human-induced 39 
habitat alteration (urbanization, land clearing for agriculture) or a suite of ecological 40 
factors (climate, elevation, soil type).  41 
• Our findings highlight that wildfires constitute an important source of environmental 42 
disturbance promoting hybridization between two ecologically well-differentiated 43 
native species. 44 
 45 
Key words: environmental disturbance, California, genetic structure, genetic admixture, 46 
hybridization, introgression, Quercus, wildfire. 47 
48 
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Introduction 49 
 50 
Hybridization has attracted the attention of biologists for a long time (Linnaeus, 1735; 51 
Darwin, 1859; Anderson & Stebbins, 1954) and is widely recognized as an important 52 
evolutionary force involved in adaptation to novel environmental conditions (Lewontin 53 
& Birch, 1966; Morjan & Rieseberg, 2004; Baskett & Gomulkiewicz, 2011) and 54 
speciation (Anderson, 1948; Rieseberg, 1997; Abbott et al., 2013). Despite the potential 55 
benefits of hybridization to biodiversity, this phenomenon has also been linked to the 56 
disruption of local adaptation and species loss (Rhymer & Simberloff, 1996). This is of 57 
particular concern when exotic taxa are involved, as hybridization can potentially 58 
increase their invasiveness and lead to the extinction of native species (Ellstrand & 59 
Schierenbeck, 2000; Prentis et al., 2007). Beyond introductions of exotic species by 60 
humans, different forms of anthropogenic disturbance have also been hypothesized to 61 
increase hybridization rates among native, exotic and native-exotic taxa (Crispo et al., 62 
2011; Guo, 2014). The disturbance hypothesis postulates that habitat alterations 63 
increase opportunities for hybridization via the breakdown of premating reproductive 64 
isolating mechanisms and/or creating environmental gradients with novel or 65 
intermediate niches where hybrids outperform parental species (Anderson & Stebbins, 66 
1954; see also Anderson, 1948, 1953). Anthropogenic disturbances that have been 67 
linked with increased hybridization rates include land use alterations (Lamont et al., 68 
2003; Thompson et al., 2010; Hoban et al., 2012; Guo, 2014), climate change (Muhlfeld 69 
et al., 2014) and, more counterintuitively, the disruption of natural disturbances that 70 
promote reproductive isolation and maintain species boundaries (e.g. suppression of 71 
natural wildfires; King et al., 2015; Stewart et al., 2015). Support for this hypothesis has 72 
been found across multiple taxa (“hybrid richness”) at a continental scale (Guo, 2014) 73 
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and within pairs of interbreeding species at local (Hasselman et al., 2014), regional 74 
(Thompson et al., 2010; Muhlfeld et al., 2014) and range-wide scales (Hoban et al., 75 
2012). 76 
 Quercus (oak) is a classic example of a genus with many highly hybridizing 77 
species that maintain their taxonomic and ecological identity in the presence of frequent 78 
interspecific gene flow (Muller, 1952; Whittemore & Schaal, 1991; Rushton, 1993). 79 
Species relative abundance and density (Lepais et al., 2009; Lagache et al., 2013), 80 
environment (e.g. Muller, 1952; Anderson & Stebbins, 1954; Williams et al., 2001; 81 
Ortego et al., 2014a) and population history (Zeng et al., 2011) have been found to be 82 
important explanatory factors of spatial patterns of hybridization in oaks, but less 83 
attention has been paid to the potential role of environmental disturbance. On the basis 84 
of morphological characters, Silliman & Leisner (1958) found evidence for higher 85 
hybridization rates in a stand showing signs of successive disturbances by fire and 86 
lumbering operations in comparison with a mixed oak forest established in a stable and 87 
undisturbed environment. At a local scale, Lagache et al. (2013) found that reduced 88 
conspecific density, likely resulting from environmental disturbance, increases 89 
hybridization rates through decreased intensity of pollen competition. However, despite 90 
considerable research on hybridization that has been performed on oaks, large-scale 91 
studies comparing rates of genetic admixture across multiple populations subjected to 92 
different sources of environmental disturbance are lacking (Rushton, 1993). 93 
Here, we study the ecological drivers of range-wide patterns of genetic 94 
admixture between the widespread California scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) and 95 
the serpentine-soil specialist leather oak (Quercus durata), two Californian endemic 96 
sister taxa (Ortego et al., 2015a) with partly overlapping distributions and for which 97 
previous morphology- and molecular-based studies have reported a frequent occurrence 98 
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of interspecific hybrids (Forde & Faris, 1962; eFloras, 2015; Ortego et al., 2015a). A 99 
previous study on the Californian scrub white oak species complex showed that these 100 
two species probably diverged in peripatry or sympatry ~23-26 k years BP, the oldest 101 
split among the three pairs of sister taxa within the complex, and supported the 102 
monophyletic origin of Q. durata (Ortego et al., 2015a). In this study, we primarily aim 103 
to investigate the impacts of different sources of environmental disturbance on 104 
hybridization rates between these two shrub species (Anderson, 1948; Anderson & 105 
Stebbins, 1954), with particular emphasis on the potential role of human-induced 106 
landscape alterations (e.g. Thompson et al., 2010; Guo, 2014). California offers an 107 
excellent setting to address this question. It is a climatically and geologically complex 108 
region, a fact that has been linked with high rates of interspecific hybridization (Dodd & 109 
Afzal-Rafii, 2004; Guo, 2014; Ortego et al., 2014a), speciation (Calsbeek et al., 2003; 110 
Lancaster & Kay, 2013) and local adaptation processes across many organisms and 111 
spatiotemporal scales (Ortego et al., 2012; Langin et al., 2015). Much of this region is 112 
also highly impacted by urbanization and anthropogenic habitat degradation, which has 113 
altered population connectivity in many organisms (e.g. Riley et al., 2006; Vandergast 114 
et al., 2007) and increased risk of extinction in several species (Myers et al., 2000; 115 
Schwartz et al., 2006; Vandergast et al., 2008). Beyond urbanization and agriculture, 116 
wildfires are also an important source of environmental disturbance in Californian 117 
ecosystems and their occurrence and impact have steadily increased since European 118 
settlement associated with growing population densities, urbanization, and human-119 
induced climate change (Westerling et al., 2006; Syphard et al., 2007; Moritz et al., 120 
2014). Despite the fact that natural wildfire regimes are an important component of 121 
Californian ecosystems (Rundel, 1982; Keeley et al., 2012), their increased frequency 122 
associated with human activities has been linked with population declines in several 123 
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species already impacted by other sources of habitat loss and degradation (Syphard et 124 
al., 2007; Barr et al., 2015). These different sources of environmental disturbance, 125 
together with the high richness of native and exotic species in the region (Calsbeek et 126 
al., 2003; Lancaster & Kay, 2013; Guo, 2014), have been suggested to underlie the high 127 
proportion of hybrids found in California in comparison with most other states of the 128 
country (Guo, 2014).  129 
The overall goal of this study is to investigate the extent to which wildfire 130 
frequency, human-induced habitat transformation, and local environmental factors 131 
influence hybridization between Q. berberidifolia and Q. durata. Using genotypic data 132 
for 58 stands (> 400 individuals) sampled across California we tested two specific 133 
hypotheses. First, we estimated hybridization rates and direction of gene flow between 134 
the two focal species and (i) tested whether the adaptation of Q. durata to serpentine 135 
soils results in asymmetric gene flow from this species into Q. berberidifolia, which 136 
would be expected if hybrids show a lower performance in serpentine than in non-137 
serpentine soils due to a higher niche breath of serpentine-adapted plants (i.e. more 138 
tolerant to different soil types; Whittaker, 1954; Kruckeberg, 1984; Wright, 2007). 139 
Then, we studied the potential role of different ecological factors on spatial patterns of 140 
hybridization, primarily focusing on analyzing the impacts of human-induced 141 
environmental disturbance (Anderson, 1948; Anderson & Stebbins, 1954; Arnold, 142 
1997). In particular, we tested the hypothesis that (ii) hybridization increases with two 143 
sources of environmental disturbance, namely anthropogenic large-scale destruction of 144 
natural habitats (urbanization and agriculture) and wildfire frequency. We addressed 145 
this main question controlling for other potential drivers of hybridization such as 146 
species co-occurrence (range overlap) and environment (climate, elevation, soil type) 147 
that have been previously reported to influence interspecific gene flow in oaks (e.g. 148 
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Williams et al., 2001; Dodd & Afzal-Rafii, 2004; Alberto et al., 2010; Ortego et al., 149 
2014a). We analyzed whether the contribution of these factors to explain population-150 
level genetic admixture varies with the spatial scale at which they are measured, an 151 
issue that has been seldom addressed in the context of hybridization studies, despite the 152 
possibility that it can have a non-negligible impact on the inferences obtained (Barton & 153 
Hewitt, 1985; Harrison, 1986; Barton, 2001; Buggs, 2007), particularly in wind-154 
pollinated species with large scales of dispersal (e.g. Dow & Ashley, 1998; Buschbom 155 
et al., 2011). 156 
 157 
Materials and Methods 158 
 159 
Population sampling 160 
 161 
Between 2010 and 2014, we sampled 529 reproductive individuals (i.e. we did not 162 
sample seedlings or saplings) from a total of 58 localities in California (Fig. 1; 163 
Supporting Information Table S1). Plants were morphologically identified in the field 164 
and tentatively assigned to parental taxa or hybrids according with available guides and 165 
floras (Roberts, 1995; eFloras, 2015). We aimed to collect samples from populations 166 
located across the entire distribution range of Q. berberidifolia Liebmann and Q. durata 167 
Jepson and designed sampling using occurrence records available in the Calflora 168 
database (http://www.calflora.org/). Some sampled individuals (n = 78) were 169 
genetically identified as hybrids with other taxa within the scrub white oak species 170 
complex (Ortego et al., 2015a) and were excluded from subsequent analyses. Thus, all 171 
analyses presented in this study are based on 451 individuals of Q. berberidifolia, Q. 172 
durata or hybrids between them (Table S1).  173 
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 174 
Microsatellite genotyping  175 
 176 
We genotyped samples of Q. berberidifolia and Q. durata using 16 nuclear 177 
microsatellite markers previously developed for other species (Table S2). DNA 178 
extraction and microsatellite amplification and genotyping were performed as described 179 
in Ortego et al. (2015a). Microsatellite data are available in the DRYAD Digital 180 
Repository (doi: 10.5061/dryad.52504).  181 
 182 
Genetic structure, hybrid identification and admixture analyses 183 
 184 
We identified hybrid and purebred individuals in our empirical dataset using the 185 
Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo clustering analyses implemented in the programs 186 
STRUCTURE 2.3.3 (Pritchard et al., 2000; Falush et al., 2003; Hubisz et al., 2009) and 187 
NEWHYBRIDS 1.1 (Anderson & Thompson, 2002). In STRUCTURE, the posterior 188 
probability (q) describes the proportion of an individual genotype originating from each 189 
of K clusters. In NEWHYBRIDS, q describes the probability that an individual belongs to 190 
each of six different genotypic groups that include two parental species and four hybrid 191 
classes (F1, F2 and first generation backcrosses). The assignment to a specific hybrid 192 
class is often uncertain in NEWHYBRIDS (Burgarella et al., 2009). Thus, as done in 193 
previous studies, we summed q values over all hybrid genotype frequency classes (e.g. 194 
Cullingham et al., 2011; Hasselman et al., 2014; Haines et al., 2016). Given that 195 
NEWHYBRIDS can only accommodate two species/clusters and our analyses support 196 
genetic substructure within Q. berberidifolia (see Results), we conservatively based 197 
subsequent analyses on estimates of admixed ancestry obtained from STRUCTURE (e.g. 198 
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Haines et al., 2016). Details of STRUCTURE and NEWHYBRIDS settings are presented in 199 
Notes S1. 200 
Complementary to Bayesian clustering analyses, we performed an individual-201 
based principle components analysis (PCA) using the R 3.0.3 (R Core Team, 2013) 202 
package ADEGENET (Jombart, 2008). This analysis does not rely on Hardy-Weinberg or 203 
linkage equilibrium and it has often been shown to be useful to complement the results 204 
of clustering analyses in studies of hybridization (e.g. Saarman & Pogson, 2015). Then, 205 
we employed a MANOVA to compare the PCA scores obtained for the first two principal 206 
component (PC) axes among the two parental species and hybrids identified on the basis 207 
of STRUCTURE and NEWHYBRIDS analyses. Post hoc Tukey tests were used to examine 208 
differences between parental species and between parental species and their hybrids. 209 
MANOVA were performed using SPSS 22.0.  210 
We calculated the level of genetic differentiation (FST) between species in FSTAT 211 
2.9.3 (Goudet, 1995) considering pure individuals from either parental species identified 212 
by STRUCTURE and NEWHYBRIDS analyses. Confidence intervals (95% CI) were 213 
estimated by bootstrapping over loci (10 000 randomizations). 214 
 215 
Hybrid simulation and genetic assignment 216 
 217 
We used simulations to determine the accuracy, efficiency and overall performance 218 
(Vähä & Primmer, 2006) of our set of markers for identifying hybrid and purebred 219 
individuals on the basis of the probabilities of membership inferred from STRUCTURE 220 
and NEWHYBRIDS analyses and the often used threshold of Q ≥ 0.90 (e.g. Cullingham et 221 
al., 2011; Hasselman et al., 2014). Further details of our approach are described in 222 
Notes S2.  223 
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 224 
Bayesian comparison of gene flow models 225 
 226 
We used MIGRATE-N 3.6.11 to test different scenarios of gene flow between our two 227 
focal species (Beerli & Felsenstein, 2001; Beerli, 2006; Beerli & Palczewski, 2010). 228 
This program estimates mutation-scaled effective population size (θ= 4Νeµ, where Ne = 229 
effective population size and µ = mutation rate per generation) and migration rates (M = 230 
m/µ, where m = migration rate) for multiple populations in a coalescent framework by 231 
which alleles are traced back in time to a single ancestral copy (the most recent common 232 
ancestor, MRCA) (Beerli, 2009). STRUCTURE analyses on our empirical database 233 
revealed the presence of three genetic groups, one corresponding to Q. durata and the 234 
other two corresponding to Q. berberidifolia (see Results section for more details). 235 
Although the two genetic clusters identified within Q. berberidifolia have a high degree 236 
of spatial genetic admixture, they roughly separate populations located in southern 237 
California (south of the Transverse Ranges) and parapatric populations with Q. durata 238 
in the north (see results section). Thus, we used MIGRATE-N to test six models that 239 
considered different patterns of gene flow among three population groups defined a 240 
priori, namely populations of Q. durata and the two clusters of Q. berberidifolia 241 
identified by STRUCTURE analyses (Fig. S1a). The two population groups within Q. 242 
berberidifolia were defined according to (i) the probabilities of genetic membership 243 
inferred by STRUCTURE analyses (see Results section) and (ii) considering whether the 244 
populations were located or not in areas overlapping with the distribution range of Q. 245 
durata (i.e. north and south of the Transverse Ranges, respectively). Further, we tested 246 
two different sets of models: one only including purebred individuals for each taxon and 247 
cluster according with STRUCTURE analyses (Q ≥ 0.90; see Results section for more 248 
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details) and another considering both purebred and hybrids individuals (e.g. Field et al., 249 
2011; Andrew et al., 2012; Starr et al., 2013). Hybrids were assigned to each of the 250 
three groups according to majority population genetic assignment to each group (Q > 251 
0.5) according to STRUCTURE analyses. Details of MIGRATE-N settings are presented in 252 
Notes S3. 253 
 254 
GIS analyses 255 
 256 
We obtained information from wildfire frequency using the CALFIRE Fire Perimeters 257 
Geodatabase version 13.2 (http://frap.cdf.ca.gov/). Briefly, we transformed the vector 258 
layer containing the polygons delimiting wildfires perimeters for each year from 1900 259 
to 2013 (114 years) into one raster layer per year in which burned areas (~50 m
2
 pixels) 260 
were given a pixel value equal to one. Then, we summed all year-based raster layers in 261 
order to generate a new raster containing information on the number of years that each 262 
pixel has been affected by wildfires. Finally, we calculated average wildfire frequency 263 
within a circular area of 10, 100 and 1000 km
2
 around each sampling locality, which 264 
allowed us to assess the potential impact of spatial scale on our results (see next 265 
section).  266 
 We estimated the proportion of habitats disturbed by agriculture and human 267 
development from the Conterminous United States Land Cover 200 m resolution layer 268 
(http://nationalmap.gov/small_scale/atlasftp.html). We considered as disturbed areas 269 
those devoted to different forms of agriculture (categories 61, 71, 81, 82, 83 and 84), 270 
urbanization (categories 21, 22, 23, and 85) and mining (category 32) (see Land Cover 271 
layer legend for the description of the different categories). The proportion of disturbed 272 
areas was calculated for the three same spatial scales considered for wildfire frequency.  273 
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Climate and elevation data were obtained from the WorldClim 1.4 dataset 274 
(http://www.worldclim.org/) (Hijmans et al., 2005). We downloaded the 19 climatic and 275 
elevation layers at a 30-arcsec resolution (c. 1-km) and extracted average values for 276 
each of them at the same spatial scales considered for wildfire frequency. We performed 277 
a PCA on the 19 climatic variables and retained for subsequent analyses the first 278 
principal component (PC1), which explained a large proportion of the variance at all the 279 
spatial scales considered (>93 % in all cases). 280 
 We obtained soil data for each sampling locality from the SSURGO datasets 281 
available at the Web Soil Survey from the United States Department of Agriculture 282 
(USDA) (http://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/; Staff, 2012). In this case, we only 283 
obtained soil order data (based on USDA Soil Taxonomy categories) for each sampling 284 
locality (i.e. this parameter was not estimated at multiple spatial scales) given that the 285 
successful establishment of seedlings is only expected to be influenced by soil 286 
properties a few meters around the germination site (e.g. Wright, 2007; Langhans et al., 287 
2009). All GIS calculations were performed in ARCMAP 10.2.1 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, 288 
USA). 289 
 290 
Analyses of genetic admixture 291 
 292 
We estimated the degree of genetic admixture of the studied populations using the 293 
‘genetic admixture index’ (GAdmix), calculated as described in Ortego et al. (2015b). 294 
GAdmix ranges from 0 to 1, with values equal to 0 indicating no admixture (i.e. 295 
genetically pure populations assigned to a single genetic cluster) and values equal to 1 296 
indicating maximum admixture (i.e. genetically admixed populations with an equal 297 
probability of membership to each inferred genetic cluster). Thus, this summary statistic 298 
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provides information on within-population genetic admixture that can be directly 299 
compared with different population characteristics (Ortego et al., 2015b). We used an 300 
information-theoretic model selection approach to analyse which variables contribute to 301 
explain patterns of GAdmix in the studied populations. We considered four covariates 302 
(climatic conditions, PC1; elevation; proportion of habitats disturbed by agriculture and 303 
human development; wildfire frequency) and two fixed factors (species range overlap; 304 
soil type). Species range overlap was defined as a categorical variable, which 305 
considered whether the studied populations were located (=1) or not (=0) in areas where 306 
the distribution ranges of Q. durata and Q. berberidifolia overlap. Ranges for both 307 
species were defined according with known records of the species obtained from 308 
Calflora database (http://www.calflora.org/) and verified with distribution maps from 309 
eFloras (2015). Given that the distribution of Q. durata in entirely embedded within the 310 
range of Q. berberidifolia (Fig. 1), we just considered areas of range overlap as those 311 
defined by the distribution of the former (eFloras, 2015). It should be noted that our 312 
study does not aim to link contemporary hybridization with specific disturbance events, 313 
as this approach would require genetic information from cohorts (e.g. seedlings or 314 
saplings) established after the disturbance took place and, ideally, comparisons with 315 
individuals collected from nearby non-disturbed areas (e.g. Stewart et al., 2015). 316 
Instead, our large-scale study covering entire species ranges aims to retrieve information 317 
from populations located in areas experiencing contrasting environmental disturbances 318 
(e.g. with different wildfire regimes; Fig. 1) in order to link this information with their 319 
past hybridization history reflected in their overall degree of genetic admixture (e.g. 320 
Ortego et al., 2014a). 321 
We analysed the data using General Linear Models (GLM) with a Gaussian error 322 
structure and identity link function as implemented in the R 3.0.0 package LME4 (R 323 
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Core Team, 2012). The precision of GAdmix estimates may differ among populations due 324 
to differences in sample sizes and we took this into account using a weighted least 325 
square method, where weight equals the sample size for each studied population (Table 326 
S1). Model selection and averaging were performed using the R package AICCMODAVG 327 
(R Core Team, 2012) as detailed in Ortego et al. (2015c). We ran three subsets of 328 
models considering in each one the same variables but measured at the three different 329 
spatial scales described in the previous section. Complementarily, we also built three 330 
similar models in which we replaced species range overlap with latitude and longitude 331 
(fitted as covariates) to evaluate the potential impact of the spatial location of the study 332 
populations on our results. Note that species range overlap is highly associated with 333 
latitude (F1, 56 = 50.53, P < 0.001) and longitude (F1, 56 = 89.50, P < 0.001), so these 334 
three variables were not simultaneously fitted in the same models in order to avoid 335 
strong multicollinearity problems. 336 
 337 
Results 338 
 339 
Hybrid identification and genetic structure 340 
 341 
Considering the dataset simulated on the basis of purebred individuals identified by 342 
STRUCTURE analyses, the assignment of purebred and hybrid individuals to their correct 343 
class was 93% for NEWHYBRIDS and 96% for STRUCTURE (Fig. S2a, b and Table S3a). 344 
Similarly, considering the dataset simulated on the basis of purebred individuals 345 
identified by NEWHYBRIDS analyses, the assignment of purebred and hybrid individuals 346 
to their correct class was 97% for NEWHYBRIDS and 98% for STRUCTURE (Fig. S2c, d 347 
and Table S3b). As found in previous studies, NEWHYBRIDS tended to detect a higher 348 
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number of hybrids than STRUCTURE (e.g. Haines et al., 2016) (Fig. S2). Overall, the 349 
performance of our set of markers to identify hybrids is similar to that reported in other 350 
microsatellite-based studies on trees (e.g. Lepais et al., 2009; Cullingham et al., 2012) 351 
and our simulations support that a threshold value of Q = 0.9 allows differentiating 352 
correctly purebred individuals from hybrids with a high confidence (Table S3). Thus, 353 
individuals with Q ≥ 0.90 for either parental species were considered as purebred 354 
genotypes and all other individuals were classified as hybrids or introgressed genotypes 355 
(e.g. Vähä & Primmer, 2006; Lepais et al., 2009; Cullingham et al., 2011, 2012).  356 
Log probabilities [Pr(X|K)] of STRUCTURE analyses on our empirical data 357 
sharply increased from K = 1 to K = 2 and reached a plateau at K = 3 (Fig. 2c). The 358 
statistic ∆K indicated an “optimal” value of K = 2 (Fig. 2c), which roughly grouped Q. 359 
berberidifolia and Q. durata in different genetic clusters (Fig. 2a). Log probabilities 360 
were significantly higher for any K > 1 than for K = 1 (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, P < 361 
0.001), rejecting the possibility of a single panmictic population (Fig. 2c). Analyses for 362 
K = 2 showed a very high degree of genetic admixture between both species (Fig. 2a). 363 
As a result, 210 individuals (47%) were classified as hybrids (Q < 0.90) and many of 364 
them belonged to populations from areas where the distribution ranges of both species 365 
do not overlap (60 hybrids, 39% of individuals from allopatric areas). Analyses for K = 366 
3 showed a clearer separation between both species, with one cluster including 367 
individuals of Q. durata and the two other clusters reflecting a latitudinal cline of 368 
genetic differentiation within Q. berberidifolia (Ortego et al., 2015a). A much lower 369 
number of individuals were identified as hybrids for K = 3 (n = 118, 26%) and only a 370 
few were collected in areas of allopatry (n = 18; 12 % of individuals from allopatric 371 
areas). Thus, the number of hybrid individuals was much higher for K = 2 than for K =3 372 
and these differences were highly significant considering all populations (χ
2
 = 40.55; P 373 
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< 0.001), populations located in areas where the range of both species overlap (χ
2
 = 374 
17.31; P < 0.001) or populations from allopatric areas (χ
2
 = 30.22; P < 0.001). For K = 375 
2, a considerable number of individuals morphologically identified in the field as Q. 376 
berberidifolia were assigned to purebred Q. durata (Q ≥ 0.90; n = 19) or had a much 377 
higher probability of membership to Q. durata cluster than to Q. berberidifolia cluster 378 
(Q ≥ 0.8; n = 41). For K = 3, the number of misclassified individuals was much lower: 379 
one individual identified in the field as Q. berberidifolia was assigned to purebred Q. 380 
durata and two individuals morphological identified as Q. durata were genetically 381 
assigned to purebred Q. berberidifolia. Accordingly, only a few individuals 382 
morphologically identified as Q. durata (n = 3) and Q. berberidifolia (n = 4) had a high 383 
probability of genetic membership (Q ≥ 0.8) to the other species. Thus, the number of 384 
misclassified individuals was much higher for K = 2 than for K = 3, either considering Q 385 
≥ 0.90 (χ
2
 = 11.93; P < 0.001) or Q ≥ 0.8 (χ
2
 = 25.43; P < 0.001). For these reasons, K = 386 
3 was regarded as a biologically more meaningful clustering solution than K = 2 and 387 
considered for subsequent analyses.  388 
In accordance with STRUCTURE analyses for K = 2, NEWHYBRIDS identified 188 389 
hybrids (42%) and many of them belonged to areas where the distribution ranges of 390 
both species do not overlap (29 hybrids, 19% of individuals from allopatric areas) (Fig. 391 
2b). The number of hybrid individuals identified by NEWHYBRIDS was higher than those 392 
identified by STRUCTURE analyses for K = 3 considering all populations (χ2 = 24.23; P 393 
< 0.001), populations located in areas where the range of both species overlap (χ2 = 394 
23.89; P < 0.001) or populations from allopatric areas (χ2 = 3.03; P = 0.08). It is 395 
remarkable the much lower number of purebred individuals of Q. durata identified by 396 
NEWHYBRIDS (n = 18) in comparison with STRUCTURE analyses for both K = 2 (n = 100) 397 
(χ2 = 28.26; P < 0.001) and K = 3 (n = 57) (χ2 = 74.26; P < 0.001).  398 
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Principal components analyses also supported the separation between the two 399 
parental species and their hybrids identified by STRUCTURE (MANOVA, PC1: F2, 448 = 400 
434.33, P < 0.001; PC2: F2, 448 = 7.18, P = 0.001; Fig. 3a) and NEWHYBRIDS analyses 401 
(MANOVA, PC1: F2, 448 = 293.22, P < 0.001; PC1: F2, 448 = 8.69, P < 0.001; Fig. 3b). 402 
There was no overlap along PC1 among purebred individuals of the two parental 403 
species identified by either STRUCTURE or NEWHYBRIDS analyses (Fig 3a, b). Post hoc 404 
Tukey tests showed that the only non-significant pairwise comparisons were those 405 
between Q. berberidifolia and Q. durata and between Q. durata and hybrid individuals 406 
for PC2 (P > 0.05). The two genetic clusters within Q. berberidifolia identified by 407 
STRUCTURE analyses for K = 3 were also well separated along PC1 of a PCA only 408 
including purebred individuals (Q≥0.9) of this species (MANOVA, PC1: F2, 274 = 106.04, 409 
P < 0.001; PC2: F2, 274 = 1.96, P = 0.142; Fig. 3c). Post hoc Tukey tests showed that all 410 
pair-wise comparisons for PC1 were highly significant (all Ps < 0.001), supporting the 411 
separation among individuals with a high probability of assignment to any of the two 412 
genetic clusters within Q. berberidifolia (Q≥0.9) and those showing admixed ancestry 413 
(Q<0.9).  414 
The degree of genetic differentiation between the two parental species estimated 415 
on the basis of purebred individuals (Q≥0.9) identified by STRUCTURE (FST = 0.041, 416 
95% CI: 0.030-0.053) and NEWHYBRIDS (FST = 0.062, 95% CI: 0.040-0.084) analyses 417 
was similar to that reported among other species within the scrub white oak species 418 
complex (Ortego et al., 2015a) and within the same order of magnitude previously 419 
reported for other hybridizing species (Cullingham et al., 2011; Haines et al., 2016).  420 
 421 
Bayesian comparison of gene flow models 422 
 423 
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The scenario considering unidirectional gene flow from Q. durata into both parapatric 424 
and allopatric populations of Q. berberidifolia was the most supported in analyses both 425 
including and excluding hybrids individuals from the dataset (Table 1; Fig. S1b). The 426 
second best ranked model was the same but exclusively considering gene flow from Q. 427 
durata into populations of Q. berberidifolia located in areas where the distribution 428 
range of both species overlap (Table 1). MIGRATE-N analyses failed to converge when 429 
hybrids individuals were included, but model choice was consistent across replicated 430 
runs (data not shown). This indicates that we can be confident in model choice but 431 
parameter estimates for models including hybrids must be interpreted with caution (Fig. 432 
S1b). Convergence issues in models including hybrid individuals may be related with 433 
the fact that different runs provided a good fit of our data for contrasting combinations 434 
of estimates of effective population sizes and migration rates (see Beerli, 2006, 2009). 435 
 436 
Factors associated with genetic admixture 437 
 438 
Only wildfire frequency and range overlap were consistently included in models of 439 
genetic admixture (GAdmix) for all spatial scales (Table 2 and Table S4). Genetic 440 
admixture tended to be higher in populations located in areas where the distributions 441 
ranges of both species overlap, but these differences only were marginally significant 442 
(i.e. unconditional CIs crossed zero; Table 3). Accordingly, the frequency of hybrids (Q 443 
< 0.90) was significantly lower in areas of allopatry than in the vast region where the 444 
ranges of both species overlap (χ
2
 = 25.88, P < 0.001). Genetic admixture was 445 
positively associated with wildfire frequency at all spatial scales (Table 3 and Table S5; 446 
Fig. 4). Although wildfire frequency always had a significant effect, its effect size was 447 
higher at the two largest spatial scales (Table 3 and Table S5). All other variables were 448 
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not included in any model (climate) or were included in some of them but showed no 449 
significant effects (elevation, proportion of habitats disturbed by agriculture and human 450 
development, soil category, latitude, longitude) (Tables 2-3 and Supporting Information 451 
Tables S4-5). Analyses based on soil suborder category (rather than order category) 452 
provided analogous results as well as analyses exclusively focused on populations 453 
located in areas where the distribution range of both species overlap (data not shown). 454 
 455 
Discussion 456 
 457 
Our STRUCTURE and NEWHYBRIDS analyses indicate considerable rates of hybridization 458 
between Q. durata and Q. berberidifolia across their distribution ranges, which is 459 
consistent with patterns found at local scales in a previous morphology-based study 460 
(Forde & Faris, 1962). Although the two species are expected to share some alleles due 461 
to common ancestry, several lines of evidence support that the observed patterns of 462 
genetic admixture have resulted from genuine interspecific hybridization and cannot be 463 
merely explained by incomplete lineage sorting (Muir & Schlotterer, 2005; Lexer et al., 464 
2006): i) Bayesian and PCA analyses identified two genetic clusters that are in good 465 
agreement with the two morphological species and (ii) simulations demonstrated a high 466 
performance of our set of markers to correctly identify hybrids and purebred 467 
individuals; iii) We found strong differences in the rates of hybridization between 468 
populations from parapatric and sympatric areas (Fig. 2), a spatial pattern that is 469 
incompatible with ancestral polymorphism; iv) The presence within the same locality of 470 
individuals with very different levels of admixed ancestry indicates that genetic 471 
admixture is consequence of hybridization (i.e. the co-existence of purebred individuals, 472 
first generation hybrids and backcrosses), as incomplete lineage sorting would have 473 
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resulted in a nearly identical background level of admixed ancestry across all 474 
individuals from the same population (e.g. Fig. 2 in Tsuda et al., 2015). 475 
STRUCTURE supports the presence of two main clusters corresponding with the 476 
two parental species, but these analyses also point to a south to north cline of genetic 477 
subdivision within Q. berberidifolia that seems to be the biologically most meaningful 478 
clustering solution to explain spatial patterns of genetic admixture and species 479 
boundaries (Fig. 2a; Ortego et al., 2015a). The two clusters of Q. berberidifolia roughly 480 
separate populations north and south of the Transverse Ranges, a geographic barrier that 481 
has been frequently identified to be associated with phylogeographic breaks in many 482 
other Californian taxa (Calsbeek et al., 2003; Chatzimanolis & Caterino, 2007; Davis et 483 
al., 2008). According to STRUCTURE analyses for K=3, twenty-six percent of the 484 
analysed individuals were identified as hybrids according with the Q ≥ 0.90 threshold 485 
criterion (Vähä & Primmer, 2006; Lepais et al., 2009; Cullingham et al., 2012) (Fig. 486 
2a), and this figure increased to 34 % when only populations located in areas of 487 
geographic range overlap were considered. NEWHYBRIDS analyses estimated a higher 488 
frequency of hybrids than STRUCTURE for both the entire study area (42%) and the 489 
region of parapatry (54%), which may be explained by the presence of genetic 490 
substructure within Q. berberidifolia and the fact that NEWHYBRIDS can only 491 
accommodate two genetic clusters (Anderson & Thompson, 2002). These hybridization 492 
rates are similar to those reported for two other hybridizing Californian oaks (Ortego et 493 
al., 2014a) but markedly higher than those found among most interbreeding taxa within 494 
the genus (e.g. Craft et al., 2002; Curtu et al., 2007; Cavender-Bares & Pahlich, 2009). 495 
The higher occurrence of hybrids in areas where the geographical ranges of both 496 
parental taxa overlap confirms previous studies indicating that spatial proximity is an 497 
important factor determining hybridization rates (e.g. Dodd & Afzal-Rafii, 2004; Ortego 498 
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et al., 2014a). However, we found evidence of introgression of Q. durata in allopatric 499 
populations of Q. berberidifolia located >190 km away from the closest populations of 500 
the former (Fig. 2a). This could have resulted from long-distance pollen dispersal (e.g. 501 
Dodd & Afzal-Rafii, 2004) or historic hybridization events followed by local extinction 502 
of one parental species (Ortego et al., 2014a), being this last hypothesis very unlikely to 503 
explain our results due to the lack of serpentine soils in southern Californian 504 
(Kruckeberg, 1984). The high admixture proportions found in some individuals from 505 
populations of Q. berberidifolia located far away from the distribution limit of Q. 506 
durata (e.g. IGN and ELS; Fig. 2a) suggests the presence of first generation 507 
hybrids/backcrosses and points to long-distance pollen dispersal as the most likely 508 
proximate mechanism explaining the occurrence of a few introgressed genotypes in 509 
allopatric populations (Dodd & Afzal-Rafii, 2004). These results are in agreement with 510 
paternity-based studies on oaks showing that although pollen dispersal quickly decays 511 
with distance from paternal trees (e.g. Streiff et al., 1999; Pluess et al., 2009), sporadic 512 
long-distance pollination events can still have certain impact on the genetic structure 513 
and diversity of faraway populations (e.g. Buschbom et al., 2011; Hampe et al., 2013). 514 
Our data suggest that both species maintain their genetic and ecological identity 515 
in the presence of frequent interspecific gene flow, a typical outcome for highly 516 
interbreeding oaks in which the hybrid state often constitutes a transitory phase 517 
followed by parental species “resurrection” in a few generations via recurrent 518 
backcrossing and asymmetrical gene flow (Bacilieri et al., 1996; Petit et al., 2004; 519 
Lepais & Gerber, 2011). The adaptation of Q. durata to serpentine soils in which Q. 520 
berberidifolia is unable to form stable populations is likely to have resulted in disruptive 521 
selection linked to microhabitat specialization (Whittaker, 1954; Brady et al., 2005; 522 
Wright, 2007). Despite the fact that both taxa often grow in very close geographical 523 
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proximity and have high potential for interspecific pollen flow (Forde & Faris, 1962), 524 
the formation of hybrid swarms may be prevented by strong selection against 525 
introgressed individuals in microhabitats that are mostly optimal for either parental 526 
species (Barton & Hewitt, 1985). However, coalescent-based estimates of migration 527 
indicated that the model best supporting the data was the one considering asymmetric 528 
gene flow from Q. durata into both allopatric and parapatric populations of Q. 529 
berberidifolia, which suggests that hybrids may be less competitive in serpentine sites 530 
because of their lower tolerance to these soils (Brooks, 1987; Harrison, 1999; Brady et 531 
al., 2005). The fact that MIGRATE-N analyses based on purebred individuals identified 532 
using the Q = 0.90 threshold criterion have also inferred the presence of asymmetric 533 
gene flow (Table 1) indicates that the small degree of admixed ancestry (<10%) present 534 
in putative “purebred” individuals contain a detectable genetic signal of asymmetric 535 
introgression, highlighting the impacts of this phenomenon beyond first-generation 536 
hybrids (see also Starr et al., 2013). Phenology mismatches have been also suggested as 537 
an important isolation mechanism both within and across different oak species (e.g. 538 
Cavender-Bares & Pahlich, 2009). Accordingly, Forde and Faris (1962) found evidence 539 
for differences in flowering time between nearby populations of Q. durata and Q. 540 
berberidifolia, which may be an important premating barrier reducing hybridization 541 
rates even when both taxa live at a dispersal distance from each other. Thus, 542 
environment-mediated selection and/or assortative mating are likely to explain why 543 
populations located in areas where the ranges of both species overlap do not generally 544 
converge into hybrid swarms (Fig. 2). 545 
 546 
Environmental disturbance 547 
 548 
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In accordance with the environmental disturbance hypothesis, we found that genetic 549 
admixture increases with wildfire frequency, an effect that was significant across a wide 550 
range of spatial scales and also exclusively considering parapatric populations from 551 
both species. Different mechanisms could explain the positive effects of wildfire 552 
frequency on local patterns of hybridization. Frequent wildfires are expected to reduce 553 
intra- and interspecific competition, which may relax selection against hybrids and 554 
increase their rates of successful establishment even if they still perform worse than 555 
either parental species (Brooks, 1987; Harrison, 1999; Brady et al., 2005). Although 556 
scrub oaks are good resprouters (Keeley, 1992), the re-establishment of parental species 557 
through vegetative regeneration is expected to be hampered by a high wildfire 558 
frequency and intensity (Pausas & Keeley, 2014; Pausas et al., 2016), which may 559 
ultimately increase the rates of seedling recruitment and the establishment of hybrids. 560 
Wildfires also open habitat patches and reduce local population densities and sizes, 561 
which is expected to decrease conspecific pollen availability (Breed et al., 2012; Ortego 562 
et al., 2014b), allow immigrant pollen from other species to compete with local 563 
conspecific pollen (Lagache et al., 2013), and favour more effective pollen and seed 564 
dispersal from neighbouring population across barren landscapes (Bacles et al., 2006; 565 
Bacles & Ennos, 2008). Finally, wildfires can potentially open new niches where 566 
hybrids may outperform or perform similarly well than parental taxa (Lewontin & 567 
Birch, 1966) due to biotic and abiotic changes in soil composition (Cerdà & Robichaud, 568 
2009) or altered interactions with species involved in earlier stages of secondary 569 
ecological succession (Horn, 1974). Thus, different factors can result in burned habitat 570 
patches being occupied more frequently by genetically admixed individuals and their 571 
persistence may be linked with the frequency of the disturbance, as has been proposed 572 
to explain geographical patterns of genetic admixture and diversity for other plants in 573 
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relation with the degree of stability of suitable habitats across glacial and interglacial 574 
cycles (i.e. higher admixture/hybridization in populations from climatically less stable 575 
areas; e.g. Ortego et al., 2015b; Guo, 2014). 576 
Despite support for an important role of wildfire frequency on patterns of 577 
hybridization, habitat disturbance by urbanization and land clearing for agriculture was 578 
only included in models for two spatial scales with a positive, but non-significant effect 579 
on the degree of genetic admixture. Some previous studies on trees have found that 580 
hybrids between native and introduced species are more frequently established in 581 
human-altered landscapes such as roadsides and urbanized areas (Thompson et al., 582 
2010; Hoban et al., 2012), whereas others have reported widespread hybridization 583 
across a variety of natural and disturbed areas (Zalapa et al., 2009). The fact that these 584 
studies are focused on native-exotic species hybridization may be confounding the 585 
effects purely due to environmental disturbance with those resulting from introduction 586 
history, which is expected to be biased towards human-populated areas that, in turn, are 587 
subjected to many different forms of anthropogenic alterations (Guo, 2014). On the 588 
other hand, large-scale human alterations may have weak effects on hybridization rates 589 
as a consequence of complete or nearly complete habitat depletion, i.e. environmental 590 
disturbance does not result in a new niche that is suitable for either hybrids or any 591 
parental species (Anderson, 1948; Anderson & Stebbins, 1954; Arnold, 1997).  592 
 593 
Environmental conditions 594 
 595 
The studied environmental factors (elevation, climate, and soil type) unrelated with 596 
habitat disturbance had no significant effect on estimates of mixed gene pools. This 597 
result contrasts with previous studies showing that the occurrence of hybrids is 598 
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constrained by the presence of patches with particular environments suitable for 599 
seedling establishment and survival (e.g. Williams et al., 2001; Dodd & Afzal-Rafii, 600 
2004; Cullingham et al., 2012; Ortego et al., 2014a). In our study system, the random 601 
distribution of hybrids with respect to climate and elevation may be explained by the 602 
fact that the most important selective force controlling the distribution of the two focal 603 
species is probably the presence of serpentine soils (Forde & Faris, 1962). These soils 604 
are scattered in the landscape and often vary in terms of occurrence and chemical 605 
composition at scales of a few tens of meters, a fine-grain heterogeneity not covered by 606 
available soil maps including information on soil taxa order and suborder (Whittaker, 607 
1954; Kruckeberg, 1984; Brady et al., 2005).  608 
 609 
Conclusions and future directions 610 
 611 
Overall, our study shows for the first time that wildfires are an important source of 612 
environmental disturbance promoting genetic admixture between two ecologically well-613 
differentiated species. Our results suggest that the future predictions for increased 614 
wildfire frequency in California and many other parts of the world linked with human-615 
induced climate and land use changes (Westerling et al., 2006; Westerling & Bryant, 616 
2008) will have an important impact not only on species distribution and demographic 617 
dynamics but also on interspecific patterns of gene flow (Barr et al., 2015). 618 
Longitudinal studies analysing temporal changes in the proportion and genetic 619 
composition of hybrids after specific disturbances (e.g. Muhlfeld et al., 2014) and 620 
experimental/quasi-experimental approaches considering different spatial replicates and 621 
intensities of environmental disturbances (e.g. Stewart et al., 2015) will provide 622 
valuable information to understand more precisely the impacts of human activities on 623 
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processes of inter-specific hybridization. Future studies considering detailed analyses of 624 
soil chemistry (Forde & Faris, 1962; Yost et al., 2012), species phenology (Lamont et 625 
al., 2003), interspecific fecundity (Williams et al., 2001) and contemporary patterns of 626 
pollen flow (Lepais et al., 2009; Lagache et al., 2013) will also help to determine more 627 
accurately the factors influencing hybridization and how they interact with 628 
environmental heterogeneity and habitat disturbance. Finally, genome scans aimed to 629 
identify regions under selection and containing gene variants associated with local 630 
adaptation processes can provide important insights to understand the ecological and 631 
evolutionary mechanisms underlying asymmetric patterns of introgression in response 632 
to human-induced environmental perturbations and climate change (Gailing et al., 2004; 633 
Renaud et al., 2013). 634 
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Table 1 Model description and results from model comparison in MIGRATE-N for analyses excluding and including interspecific hybrids between 1000 
Quercus berberidifolia and Q. durata identified by STRUCTURE analyses (Q < 0.90) (see also Supporting Information Fig. S1a). Bézier 1001 
approximation scores of log marginal likelihoods, log Bayes factors (LBF) and model probabilities are shown. Best supported model is indicated 1002 
in bold. 1003 
 1004 
 Excluding hybrids  Including hybrids 
Model description Bézier LBF Probability  Bézier LBF Probability 
(I) Full migration model -270658 -525823 <0.0001  -415896 -691754 <0.0001 
(II) Bidirectional interspecific gene flow restricted to 
parapatric populations -140090 -264686 <0.0001 
 
-255323 -370607 <0.0001 
(III) Unidirectional gene flow from Q. berberidifolia 
to Q. durata -113727 -211961 <0.0001 
 
-292242 -444446 <0.0001 
(IV) Unidirectional gene flow from Q. durata to Q. 
berberidifolia -7747 0 1.0000 
 
-70019 0 1.0000 
(V) Unidirectional gene flow from Q. berberidifolia 
to Q. durata restricted to parapatric populations -81256 -147017 <0.0001 
 
-295109 -450180 <0.0001 
(VI) Unidirectional gene flow from Q. durata to Q. 
berberidifolia restricted to parapatric populations -16421 -17347 <0.0001 
 
-115182 -90325 <0.0001 
 1005 
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Table 2 Model selection to assess the relationship between genetic admixture (GAdmix) 1006 
of Quercus berberidifolia and Q. durata and [A] species range overlap, [B] climate, [C] 1007 
elevation, [D] soil type, [E] proportion of habitats disturbed by agriculture and human 1008 
development, and [F] wildfire frequency. We run three subsets of models considering 1009 
the same parameters but with some of them (B, C, E and F) measured at three different 1010 
spatial scales [(a) 10 km
2
, (b) 100 km
2
, and (c) 1000 km
2
 around sampling localities]. 1011 
Only best ranked equivalent models (∆AICc ≤ 2) are shown. 1012 
 1013 
 1014 
Model no. Model K AICc ∆AICc ωi 
(a) GAdmix (10 km
2)   
    1 F 3 11.33 0.00 0.13 
    2 A+C+F 5 12.46 1.13 0.07 
    3 A+F 4 12.68 1.35 0.07 
    4 C+F 4 13.01 1.67 0.06 
    5 E+F 4 13.06 1.73 0.05 
(b) GAdmix (100 km
2)   
    1 F 3 7.41 0.00 0.19 
    2 A+F 4 8.42 1.01 0.11 
(c) GAdmix (1000 km
2
)   
    1 A+F 4 3.01 0.00 0.17 
    2 E+F 4 3.46 0.44 0.13 
    3 A+E+F 5 4.49 1.48 0.08 
    4 A+D+F 5 5.01 2.00 0.06 
 1015 
K, number of parameters in the model; AICc, corrected Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) 1016 
value; ∆AICc, difference in AICc value from that of the strongest model; ωi, AICc weight 1017 
 1018 
 1019 
 1020 
1021 
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Table 3 General linear models (GLMs) for genetic admixture (GAdmix) of Quercus 1022 
berberidifolia and Q. durata. Parameter estimates and unconditional standard errors 1023 
(USE) were obtained performing model averaging of the best ranked equivalent models 1024 
(∆AICc ≤ 2) (see Table 1). Variables are sorted according with their relative importance 1025 
based on the sum of Akaike weights (Σ ωi) of those models with ∆AICc ≤ 2 in which 1026 
the variable was present. Bold type indicates significant variables, i.e. variables for 1027 
which their unconditional 95 % confidence interval (CI) did not cross zero. The 1028 
percentage of explained deviance for each model is indicated in parentheses. We run 1029 
three subsets of models considering the same parameters but with some of them (fire 1030 
frequency, climate, proportion of habitats disturbed by agriculture and human 1031 
development and elevation) measured at three different spatial scales [(a) 10 km
2
, (b) 1032 
100 km
2
, and (c) 1000 km
2
 around sampling localities]. 1033 
 1034 
 1035  Estimate ± USE
 
Σ ωi Lower 
95% CI 
Upper 
95% CI 
(a) GAdmix (10 km
2
) (% of explained deviance: 18.20) 
         Intercept 0.331 ± 0.100    
         Wildfire frequency 0.087 ± 0.033 0.38 0.02 0.15 
         Range overlap 0.096 ± 0.078 0.14 -0.06 0.25 
         Elevation 0.001 ± 0.001 0.13 -0.01 0.01 
         % of disturbed habitat -0.001 ± 0.002 0.05 -0.01 0.01 
(b) GAdmix (100 km
2
) (% of explained deviance: 19.15) 
         Intercept 0.313 ± 0.063    
         Wildfire frequency 0.127 ± 0.037 0.30 0.06 0.20 
         Range overlap 0.069 ± 0.062 0.11 -0.05 0.19 
(c) GAdmix (1000 km
2) (% of explained deviance: 28.03) 
         Intercept 0.082 ± 0.124    
         Wildfire frequency 0.259 ± 0.067 0.44 0.13 0.39 
         Range overlap 0.136 ± 0.072 0.31 -0.01 0.28 
         % of disturbed habitat 0.004 ± 0.003 0.21 -0.01 0.01 
         Soil type 0.012 ± 0.020 0.06 -0.02 0.05 
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Figure legends 1036 
 1037 
Fig. 1 Map from California representing wildfire frequency estimated as the number of 1038 
years that a given area was burned between 1900 and 2013 (source: CALFIRE Fire 1039 
Perimeters Geodatabase version 13.2). The map also represents sampling localities for 1040 
putative Quercus berberidifolia (blue stars) and Q. durata (red stars).  Right top inset 1041 
shows the range distributions of Q. berberidifolia (blue) and Q. durata (red) according 1042 
with records of the two species available in Calflora database (http://www.calflora.org/). 1043 
 1044 
Fig. 2 Results of genetic assignments based on the programs (a) STRUCTURE (K = 2 and 1045 
K = 3) and (b) NEWHYBRIDS. Each individual is represented by a vertical bar, which is 1046 
partitioned into K coloured segments showing the individual’s probability of assignment  1047 
to Quercus berberidifolia (blue), Q. durata (red) and hybrids (yellow, only for 1048 
NEWHYBRIDS). Thin vertical black lines separate individuals from different sampling 1049 
localities arranged according to their geographical location from southeast (left) to 1050 
northwest (right) (population codes are described in Supporting Information Table S1). 1051 
The horizontal bar indicates whether the different sampled populations are located or 1052 
not in areas of geographical range overlap between the two focal studied species 1053 
(allopatry vs. parapatry). Areas of parapatry and allopatry were defined according with 1054 
records of the two species available in Calflora database (http://www.calflora.org/) and 1055 
verified with distribution maps from eFloras (2015). Panel (c) shows the mean (± SD) 1056 
log probability of the data (ln Pr(X|K)) over 10 runs of STRUCTURE (left axis, black dots 1057 
and error bars) for each value of K and the magnitude of ∆K (right axis, open dots). (d) 1058 
Detail of the leaves of the two study species, Quercus berberidifolia (left) and Q. durata 1059 
(right) (photographs by Joaquín Ortego).  1060 
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 1061 
Fig. 3 Principal component analyses (PCA) for genetic data of Q. berberidifolia, Q. 1062 
durata and their hybrids. Panels a-b) show a PCA including all individuals and 1063 
indicating their assignment to either parental species (red and blue circles) or their 1064 
hybrids (yellow triangles) according to (a) STRUCTURE analyses for K = 3 and (b) 1065 
NEWHYBRIDS (considering a threshold of Q ≥ 0.9). Panel c) shows a PCA only 1066 
including purebred (Q≥0.9) individuals of Q. berberidifolia and indicating their 1067 
assignment to the two clusters identified within this species according to STRUCTURE 1068 
analyses for K = 3.  1069 
 1070 
Fig. 4 Relationship between genetic admixture of Quercus berberidifolia and Q. durata 1071 
(GAdmix) and average wildfire frequency estimated in an area of (a) 10 km
2
, (b) 100 km
2
, 1072 
and (c) 1000 km
2
 around sampling localities. Regression lines are indicated and dot size 1073 
is proportional to sample size for each studied population. 1074 
 1075 
1076 
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Figure 1  1077 
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Figure 2 1081 
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Figure 3 1084 
 1085 
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Figure 4 1089 
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Quercus berberidifolia Quercus durata
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